January 6, 2015
Tokyo, Japan

Terra Motors unveils A2000, “E-scooter for everyone”
- A2000 is the succeeding model of A4000i to expand the e-scooter market -

Terra Motors Corporation, Tokyo, Japan’s leading innovator of electric two- and
three-wheeler manufacturer, unveils A2000, January 6, 2015. It is their succeeding
model of A4000i to expand the e-scooter market worldwide.
“September 29th, 2014, we launched A4000i, the world’s first e-scooter with
smartphone connection as our flagship model. Terra has received more than 300 orders
of A4000i from Japan, Vietnam, Italy and Iran in the first 3 months. Following this
success, today we are pleased to launch A2000.”, Toru Tokushige, CEO of Terra Motors
says.
A2000 has consistent design as A4000i, but with more competitive price. Terra
Motors hopes to meet the needs of the market for good quality, prevailing design but
with reasonable price.
There are several changes between A2000 and A4000i. A4000i has single shock rear
suspension, lithium-ion battery, iPhone connection, and only with white color. A2000
has double shock rear suspension, Lead-acid battery, without iPhone connection, and
three colors including white, green and red purple.
A2000 will first be available in Vietnam from January 2015 as Terra Motors Vietnam
will open 15 showrooms until March 2015. Terra Motors is planning to make
distributor agreements in 10-15 countries until this summer to market A2000
worldwide.
Suggested retail price is approximately US$2,000, depending on duties and taxes in
each country. Terra Motors will continue to launch the product line of electric bikes
with competitive prices to satisfy more market demand this year.
Terra Motors will expand their customer base of A2000, to achieve their vision of
“leading innovations with electric vehicles in creating clean & sustainable society”.

Photos of A2000:
-Dropbox
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c9o4wjatg945vlr/AAD12dPQKfsyoiD4V72eT3dwa?dl=0
-Fire storage
http://firestorage.jp/download/83926e53f614ecf91f72f876ef1cb38195078197

Photos of Launch event in Da Nang, Vietnam:
-Dropbox
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/gm25y8047l1jr9s/AADzTX0EJQDZ90-tT_vT27uMa?dl=0
-Fire storage
http://firestorage.jp/download/49647467721afc9b26405f672c975317ce51412f

Specification of A2000

About Terra Motors
Terra Motors Corporation is an electric two & three wheeler manufacturer in Japan.
The company was established in 2010 and has the largest market share in Japan. It is
headquartered in Shibuya, Tokyo, and it has overseas affiliated firms in India, Vietnam,
Bangladesh, and Philippines.
Investors include Mr. Nobuyuki Idei (former President of Sony Corporation), Mr. Koichiro
Tsujino (former President of Google Japan) and Mr. Kenji Yamamoto (former President
of Apple Japan and former Vice-President of Sales at Apple Inc. in the USA).
For more information, http://www.terra-motors.com/
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